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Per the 2017–2027 Decadal Survey for Earth Science and Applications from Space, many
resources are being dedicated to identifying the most cost-effective and appropriate
space-based approaches to aid in answering important questions related to the roles of
aerosols, clouds, convection, and precipitation within the climate system. This includes
developing advanced space-based multi-angle polarimetric imagers for observing
aerosols and clouds. The information content with respect to aerosol and cloud
properties of such instruments partly depends on the observed range of scattering
angles. Factors influencing the sampled scattering angle range include orbit geometry,
solar, and viewing angle geometry and swath width. The focus of this research is to gain
better insight into how each of these factors influence the scattering angle range sampled
by different polarimeter platforms. Based on calculations of example precessing and sun-
synchronous orbits, we conclude that the maximum observed scattering angles vary
primarily with local equator crossing time (LCT) and location across the swath, while the
minimum observed scattering angles vary primarily with LCT and latitude. The altitude and
inclination of a precessing orbit determines the length of cycles occurring in LCT and thus
in the scattering angle sampling statistics. For a nominal polarimeter with a 57° swath width
in an orbit with 65.5° inclination, scattering angle ranges that are suitable for aerosol and
cloud remote sensing are sampled somewhere across the swath at most covered latitudes
roughly 54% of days throughout the year. Unfavorable scattering angles are observed on
days where the orbit is near the terminator and LCT are early in the morning or late in the
evening, when solar zenith angles are generally not suited for remote sensing. Decreasing
the instrument’s swath width to 7° primarily decreases the maximum observed scattering
angle, and therefore limits the range of crossing times for which a large range of scattering
angles are observed. In addition, the fraction of days throughout the year with favorable
scattering angles decreases to roughly 37%. These calculations will aid in the development
of next-generation observing systems using combinations of instrument platforms in
different orbits, as well for other missions such as those using cubesats.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aerosols play a major role in Earth’s climate. Depending on their
type, they can reflect and absorb solar radiation. Furthermore,
they provide the basis for cloud formation (Twomey, 1974).
Increased aerosol loading may increase cloud brightness, thus
reflecting more solar energy away from Earth to cool the planet.
In addition, aerosols can suppress precipitation formation and
thereby increase cloud lifetime (Albrecht, 1989). On the other
hand, aerosols can also prevent cloud formation by absorbing
sunlight and heating the surrounding environment (Ackerman
et al., 2000). It is because of this complex mix of indirect and
direct effects that quantifying aerosol radiative forcing has been
deemed one of the most important, yet challenging, tasks in
addressing uncertainty in our understanding of how they affect
the climate (IPCC, 2021). Aerosol-cloud interactions contribute
the largest uncertainties to estimates and interpretations of the
global radiation budget.

The 2017–2027 Decadal Survey for Earth Science and
Applications from Space (ESAS 2017) (National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018) generated consensus
recommendations from the Earth science community and
identified several high priority science objectives, one of which
is reducing aerosol radiative forcing uncertainty. Addressing such
uncertainty requires improving our understanding of the
processes associated with aerosol, clouds, and their
interactions. Therefore, in response to NASA’s Designated
Observables Guidance for Multi-Center Study Plans released
in June 2018, six NASA centers partnered with universities,
and the private-sector to conduct the Aerosol (A) and Cloud,
Convection, and Precipitation (CCP) Pre-formulation Study
(A-CCP), which lead to the definition of an Atmosphere
Observing System (AOS) to address science objectives related
to aerosols, clouds, convection, precipitation and their
interactions.

The orbital component of AOS includes instruments in both
precessing and sun-synchronous orbits. Precessing orbits
(i.e., with a shifting local equator crossing time) offer unique
opportunities to observe the diurnal variation in clouds and
aerosols at monthly to seasonal temporal scales. Boundary
layer height change and convection are examples of processes
that change throughout the day and can be captured with such an
orbit. However, since such an orbit has a low inclination angle by
definition, the latitudinal coverage is limited. The sun-
synchronous orbit (also often referred to as “polar orbit”)
offers coverage at essentially all latitudes and daily sampling at
a fixed local time. Such an orbit offers the possibility of extending
the record of polar observations, such as those from the
Afternoon Constellation or A-train (Stephens et al., 2002).

In 1996, the French space agency (CNES) launched the
imaging Polarization and Directionality of the Earth
Reflectances (POLDER) instrument on the Advanced Earth
Observing Satellite (ADEOS-1). After the premature end of
the ADEOS-1 mission in 1997 due to communication failure,
POLDER-2 was launched on-board ADEOS-II in 2002 to
continue recording the polarimetric observations, although this
mission ended prematurely after 10 months as well. In 2009, a

third generation POLDER (Polarization and Anisotropy of
Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences coupled with
Observations from a Lidar, PARASOL) was launched into the
A-train constellation (Fougnie et al., 2007). In 2013, PARASOL
was permanently shut down. Since then, other polarimeters in
various orbits have been deployed and are planned in the future.
Currently, the Hyperangular Rainbow Polarimeter (HARP)
instrument is deployed on a 3U CubeSat. It was released in
2020 from the International Space Station (ISS) and is in a
precessing orbit with an inclination of about 51.6°. In the near
future, the multi-angular, multi-spectral polarimeter, SPEXone,
and the 60-view angle, four spectral band, three degree of
polarization, Hyperangular Rainbow Polarimeter-2 (HARP-2)
will be deployed on the upcoming NASA Plankton, Aerosol,
Cloud, and ocean Ecosystem (PACE) mission. These instruments
will be launched into a sun synchronous orbit with a local equator
crossing time (LCT) near 1:00 p.m (Werdell et al., 2019).
Furthermore, the Multi-Viewing-Channel-Polarisation Imager
(3MI) will be deployed on the MetOp-Second Generation
series, which will have an orbit with an early morning
crossing time (Marbach et al., 2015). Together, these
polarimeters will be used to advance our understanding of
aerosols, clouds and their interactions. For a comprehensive
list of past and planned polarimeters we refer to Dubovik
et al. (2019).

Multi-angular imaging polarimetric observations provide the
angular distribution of scattered atmospheric radiation as well as
its polarization state at multiple wavelengths (Dubovik et al.,
2019). Polarimetric remote sensing allows to accurately
characterize atmospheric aerosols and retrieve microphysical
properties of clouds (Mishchenko and Travis, 1997;
Mishchenko et al., 2004; Hasekamp and Landgraf, 2007;
Alexandrov et al., 2012a,b; van Diedenhoven et al., 2012;
Stamnes et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020, 2022). Information
content of multi-angle polarimetric measurements for aerosol
and cloud remote sensing depends on the minimum, maximum,
and range of scattering angles sampled. For instance, with a
multi-angle imaging polarimeter, cloud droplet size distribution
is determined by observing a rainbow at cloud top, properly called
“cloud bow” (Alexandrov et al., 2012a).

Cloud-bow retrievals can be performed when the minimum
scattering angles sampled is less than 135° and maximum
scattering angles are greater than 155° (Alexandrov et al.,
2012a,b). Furthermore, the angular resolution of the
observation within that scattering angle region needs to be
about 2° or better (Miller et al., 2018). Additionally, for ice-
topped clouds, the ice crystal shape and scattering asymmetry
parameter can be inferred from polarimetric observation in the
scattering angle range between about 120° and 150° (van
Diedenhoven et al., 2012; van Diedenhoven et al., 2020). For
aerosol retrievals, a recent study by Fougnie et al. (2020) has
shown that the scattering angle range distribution has a major
impact on retrieval performance. Their results indicate that
sampling minimum scattering angles close to 120° and
maximum scattering angles greater than 150° allows effective
retrieval of fine and coarse mode aerosol properties. Furthermore,
five viewing angles are generally sufficient for aerosol polarimetry
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(Wu et al., 2015). In summary, sampling scattering angles that at
least includes the 120°–155° range is generally favorable for both
aerosol and cloud polarimetric retrievals.

Fougnie et al. (2020) also discussed the general sampling of
scattering angles with multi-angle instruments across instrument
swath and with latitude, which they represent in so-called
Scattering Angle Range Distribution (ScARD) plots. Their
study is focused on platforms in a sun-synchronous orbit with
a morning LCT. However, a better understanding of variability in
scattering angle statistics for multi-angle instruments in different
orbits is imperative for mission planning and design, as well as
development of retrieval algorithms for cloud and aerosol
properties. In this paper we will analyze scattering angle
statistics as a function of solar and view geometry, as well as
season, latitude, swath width, and LCT. The occurrences of
favorable viewing geometries to perform aerosol and cloud
retrievals from different orbit configurations using multi-angle
imaging polarimeters are investigated.

The remainder of the paper is divided into three sections. In
Section 2, the calculation methods and geometry definitions are
discussed. In Section 3, the scattering angle sampling statistics are
presented, followed by the conclusions and considerations for
mission design, which are summarized in Section 4.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

As part of this study, a HARP-like polarimeter (Martins et al.,
2018) was modeled in a precessing and a sun-synchronous orbit
(SSO). The precessing orbit (PO) was modeled based on the
Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission (Neeck et al.,
2014) with an inclination of 65.5°. The inclination of the SSO was
set to 98.2° and the LCT was set to match the LCT of Aqua in the
A-train constellation at 1:30 p m (Parkinson, 2003). They were
modeled using orbital parameters derived from Two-Line
Element (TLE) data as shown in Table 1. The TLEs were
propagated using an Simplified General Perturbations Theory
No.4 (SGP4) orbit propagator during the simulation to model a
one-year mission period. The SGP4 orbit propagator is one of five
mathematical algorithms used for satellite tracking and orbit
prediction. It uses TLE sets produced by North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) and NASA to
propagate an orbit over a specified time frame, thus
calculating the position and velocity (Vallado et al., 2006;
Vallado and Crawford, 2008). It considers effect of
perturbations due to Earth oblateness, solar and lunar
gravitational effects, and orbital decay using an atmospheric

drag model. These orbits are used as examples to study the
effects of orbital characteristics such as inclination and LCT
on the sampling of scattering angles. These two orbits were
considered as they were identified as candidates for meeting
A-CCP/AOS science objectives.

The HARP-like multi-angle polarimeter used in this study was
modeled with 996 cross-track pixels and 10 along-track viewing
angles ranging from 56.5° forward to 56.5° aft. The nominal
swath width is 57°, leading to a swath width on the surface of
about 500-km for both orbits. In addition, the effect of a
decreased swath width of 7° (or about 50-km) was
investigated. Although the original HARP-2 design includes
60 viewing angles at one wavelength band and 10 at the other
three bands (Werdell et al., 2019), here we consider only ten
along-track views per observation. However, the statistics are
not substantially affected if more viewing angles are considered.
Since we are focused on observations of multi-angle
polarimeters, only daytime segments of the orbits are
considered. Figure 1 shows the daytime segments of the
ground tracks for a single orbit of each orbit-configuration
(PO and SSO) on 1 January 2006. On this day, the LCT of both
the precessing and sun-synchronous orbit is 1:30 p.m. The year
2006 is modeled in our instrument simulator for compatibility
with the output from the high spatial resolution GEOS-5 Nature
Run (G5NR) model output, also being used in the A-CCP study
to provide synthetic observations of nature to define retrieval
algorithms and uncertainties (Castellanos et al., 2018).

The solar and viewing geometry for the ground pixels
within the polarimeter swath were determined. Solar
calculations are based on equations from Astronomical
Algorithms (Meeus, 1991). The view angles of interest
from ground-to-instrument locations are view zenith and
azimuth angles. The view zenith angle, θv, is defined as the
complement of the spacecraft elevation angle β as shown in
Figure 2. Using the Law of Sines and basic properties of
triangles, θv was determined for each observation ground-
pixel. Once the solar and view angles were determined, they
were used to compute the scattering angle γ at each
observation ground-pixel (target). Figure 3 shows the
geometrical relationship between the three angles. The
Spherical Law of Cosine was used to determine the
scattering angle γ using:

γ � 180° − arccos cos θs( )cos θv( ) + sin θs( )sin θv( )cos ϕ( )[ ], (1)
where θs and θv are the solar zenith and view zenith angles,
respectively, and ϕ is the relative view azimuth angle.

TABLE 1 | Main orbital parameters derived from two-line element (TLE) data.

Orbit Mean altitude Inclination Right ascension
of ascending

node

Eccentricity Argument of
periapsis

SSO 450-km 98.2° 304.5° 0.00026 249.8°

PO 407-km 65.5° 129.5° 0.0015 15.5°
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The output from the simulation are scattering angles,
latitudes, longitudes, and time for the multi-angle
polarimeter swath at its’ various viewing angles. These
results are then used to investigate scattering angle statistics
for each orbit.

3 ANALYSIS

The inclination of an orbit plays an important role in remote
sensing from space. It determines which parts of the Earth the
ground track will cover for a given orbit. For instance, the ground
track of the precessing orbit (PO) considered in this study is
limited to between 65.5° North and 65.5° South in latitude. The
sun-synchronous orbit (SSO), on the other hand, covers higher
latitudes owing to its high inclination. This is one of the reasons
why SSOs are leveraged for most Earth-observing remote sensing
applications. In addition to the ground coverage afforded by
choice of orbit inclination, there are other factors that come into
play for making Earth-observations from these orbits. For
instance, the observing platform on the SSO is confined to a
single observing time (mean LCT). Since its orbital inclination is
retrograde (greater than 90°), the precession of its orbital plane
around Earth’s axis of rotation (nodal precession) is positive and
thus, can be designed to match the precession of the Earth’s orbit.
This requires specific combinations of the orbital altitude and
inclination to reach a desired mean LCT for the SSO.
Furthermore, a SSO with a LCT in the afternoon/morning will
have its ascending/descending part of the orbit in daytime. In
contrast, the PO has an inclination less than 90°, making it a
prograde orbit around Earth. The precession is westward and
goes against the direction in which the Earth rotates. As a result,
the mean LCT of the orbit changes over time. The daylight orbit
segment alternates between the descending and ascending parts.
This drift in mean LCT may be advantageous for an observing

FIGURE 1 | The precessing (red) and sun-synchronous (blue) ground track for a single daytime orbit on 1 January 2006. The orbits are based on GPM and Aqua
missions, respectively. The daytime segment of the ground tracks are shown here.

FIGURE 2 | Schematic of viewing geometry relative to Earth. The
radius of Earth is represented by R⊕, h is the altitude of the spacecraft/
sensor, ϵ is the swath half-angle, β is the spacecraft elevation angle, θv is the
view zenith angle, α is the angle between the spacecraft position
vector and the ground target, and d is the ground coverage of half of the
swath [in kilometers].
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platform on this orbit, as it allows more of the diurnal cycle of
atmospheric processes to be captured at seasonal time scales. It is
important to note that the rate of precession for an orbit depends
not only on inclination, but on the ellipticity of the orbit as well.
The two orbits used in this study were circular orbits.

Figure 4 shows LCT and solar zenith angle (SZA) for the PO
and SSO for the one-year mission simulation. The data shown in
this figure was captured for the day time segment of the orbits.
The LCT and SZA for the orbits are depicted in blue and red,
respectively. The SSOmaintains a constant mean LCT of 1:30 p.m
throughout the year, while the SZA varies with season between
20° and 35° when crossing the equator. In contrast to the SSO,
both the LCT, and SZA for the PO change in a cyclical pattern
throughout the year. For instance, as the orbit moves from south-
to-north through the equatorial plane (ascending node) during
the day, then shifts to north-to-south (descending node), the LCT
changes accordingly. In the beginning of the year, the orbit
crosses the descending node during the daytime segment of
the orbit. Therefore, on the first day of January, the LCT is
roughly 2:00 p.m, then it transitions to an earlier time of roughly
11:00 a.m halfway through the month. By the end of January, the
LCT shifts to 6:00 a.m. In the beginning of February, the LCT
jumps to 6:00 p.m, as the daytime portion of the orbit switches to
the ascending part of the orbit. It then transitions back down to
about 6:00 a.m by the end of the month to early March. Then the

daytime part of the orbit switches back to descending node and
LCT jumps to 6:00 p.m again. This cycle continues throughout
the year, with minute-level changes in LCT taking place each day.
The SZA changes with the LCT accordingly, while its amplitude
varies with season.

The duration of this cycle of LCT (CLCT) for a given orbit
around Earth can be approximated based on its orbit
characteristics (Capderou, 2014), namely altitude a and
inclination i, using:

CLCT � −365.25
2k R⊕

R⊕+a( )
7
2 cos i( ) + 2

, (2)

where R⊕ is the radius of Earth and k is the constant of Sun
synchronicity that takes into account the motion of Earth around
the Sun, Earth’s mass and so-called J2 perturbations exerted by a
non-spherical celestial body on an orbiting spacecraft. For Earth,
k is approximately 10.11, meaning at an orbital altitude of 0 km
and an inclination of 0°, the nodal precession rate is 10.11 times
greater than the angular speed of Earth’s axis in its motion around
the Sun. For the PO considered in this study, CLCT is
approximately -41.7 days. The negative value of CLCT indicates
that the line of nodes moves in the opposite direction in which the
Earth rotates. Hence, it takes about 41.7 days to return to the same
orbital configuration relative to the Sun (taking into account both
the ascending and descending segments). This means that about 8
or 9 of such cycles occur in a given year. Furthermore, the orbital
configuration relative to the Sun at the start of a year varies per
year, with a repeat cycle of about 4 years. The orbit altitude has a
relatively small effect on CLCT. For example, increasing the orbit
altitude to 700 km leads to a CLCT of 46.7 days. Decreasing
(increasing) the inclination angle reduces (increases) the
length of time for the platform to return to the same orbital
configuration. For the SSO, CLCT is approximately 1,344 days. It is
positive because its orbital inclination is retrograde and, hence,
the nodal precession is positive. This large number is a clear

FIGURE 4 | The local equator crossing time (blue) and solar zenith
angles at the equator (red) as a function of day of year for the precessing (solid)
and sun-synchronous orbits (dashed).

FIGURE 3 | Schematic of a given solar and viewing geometry and
corresponding scattering angle, defined as the angle between the solar
vector, indicated by the red-dashed line and the viewing vector, indicated by
the orange dashed line.
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indication that the SSO configuration relative to the Sun (and
hence, LCT) takes a long time to change. Generally, the slow drift
in LCT for polar orbits is compensated via orbital maneuvers so
that by design the orbital drift is minimized.

3.1 Scattering Angle Sampling: Variation
With Latitude and Across Instrument Swath
Figures 5A,B show the minimum and maximum scattering
angles, respectively, observed by the nominal polarimeter over
a single SSO and PO orbit on 1 January 2006. On this day, both
orbits have a LCT near 1:30 p.m. Generally, the orbits display very
similar patterns of minimum and maximum scattering angles,
and therefore, range. The minimum scattering angle strongly
varies with SZA, and thus latitude, while its variation across the
swath is relatively minor. The minimum scattering angle is
generally observed by one of the extreme viewing angles
(i.e., ±56.5°). In contrast, Figure 5B shows that the maximum
scattering angle observed is mostly determined by the viewing
angle across the swath. The maximum scattering angle is
generally observed by the viewing angle observing closest to
the anti-solar point. That is, for a SZA of 20°, the viewing
angle closest to 20° will observe the maximum scattering angle
for a given pixel. The location of the maximum scattering angle
across the swath is determined by the relative azimuth angle.

Consequently, the scattering angle range for any given pixel will
be largely determined by both latitude and place across the swath.

Figures 5C,D show the minimum and maximum scattering
angles, respectively, sampled by the POwhen LCTs are near 10:00
a.m and noon on 15 and 8 January 2006, respectively. It is
apparent that the pattern of minimum scattering angle is more
to the south for the earlier LCT, as it is mostly determined by SZA.
Furthermore, the variation of maximum scattering angle across
the swath is seen to be strongly determined by the LCT as the
relative azimuth angle changes. For the noon orbit, highest
maximum scattering angles are sampled near the middle of
the swath, i.e., by the viewing angle closest to nadir. For the
morning orbit, the highest maximum scattering angles are
sampled at the west side of the swath, while it was seen on the
east side of the swath for the afternoon orbit in Figure 5B.

From the results described above, it can be deduced that the
minimum scattering angle that can be sampled at a given latitude
anywhere within the swath of a multi-angle polarimeter is
generally determined by the along-track viewing angle range
and not substantially by the swath width. However, the
maximum scattering angle that can be sampled anywhere
within the swath and is generally determined by the LCT and
the swath width. Consequently, the scattering along-track
viewing angle range that can be sampled at a given latitude is
mostly determined by all three variables, i.e., angular range, LCT

FIGURE 5 |Minimum (A,C) andmaximum scattering angles (B,D) sampled over orbits of the SSO and PO near 13:30 local crossing time (A,B) and for the PO near
10:00 and 12:00 noon local crossing time (C,D) with the 500-km swath.
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and swath width. These results are consistent with the results
presented by Fougnie et al. (2020).

3.2 Scattering Angle Sampling: Variation
With Latitude, Day of Year and Swath Width
For both the PO and SSO, the observing platform sensor and solar
angles were simulated for an entire year. Since changes in LCT for
the PO and SSO are negligibly small during a single day, one orbit
was used to represent all orbits that occurred in a day (see
Figure 1). Only daytime segments of the orbits were analyzed
since the sun is the light source for making observations with a
passive polarimeter.

As shown in Figure 4, for each day of the year, the LCT of the
PO changes, while the SSO remains at 1:30 p.m. Scattering angles,
γ, at each observation ground-pixel within the instrument swath
were computed for each daily-orbit. The maximum and
minimum scattering angle observed anywhere within the
swath at each latitude was calculated, as well as the scattering
angle range.

Figure 6 shows the maximum, minimum, and range of
scattering angles, respectively, as a function of latitude and day
of year for the SSO. This figure includes the scattering angle
statistics for the nominal 57° (500-km) swath width, as well as the
narrower, 7° (50-km) swath. There is very little variation in
maximum scattering angles throughout the year for the 500-
km case. For most latitudes and times, maximum scattering
angles greater than 170° are sampled. In the Northern

hemisphere during winter, sampled maximum scattering
angles are between 160° and 170°.

As expected from the results discussed in Section 3.1, the
minimum scattering angles mostly vary according to solar zenith
angle, and thus with latitude. All minimum scattering angles are
smaller than 120° and the sampled scattering angle range is
mostly determined by the variation of minimum scattering
angle. Note that the minimum scattering angles needed for
polarimetric cloud remote sensing are 135° and that
availability of smaller scattering angles are not beneficial to the
retrieval capabilities (Alexandrov et al., 2012a).

For the case with a 7° (50-km) swath width, the sampled
maximum scattering angles are generally a bit lower and there is
also more variation in maximum scattering angle throughout the
year. In the beginning of the year, the larger maximum scattering
angles, between 160° and 170°, can be found in the southern
hemisphere. Between early May to early September, these larger
maximum scattering angles cover all latitudes in daytime. Then
for the remainder of the year, the maximum scattering angles
decreases by about 10°, with the exception of areas at latitudes
above 25° North, which experience about a 20° decrease. The
minimum scattering angles for the two swath widths have a
similar magnitude and variability throughout the year, as
expected. The ranges sampled for the narrow swath are
somewhat smaller, mostly caused by the lower maximum
scattering angles that are sampled throughout the swath. Note
that these temporal patterns are specifically for afternoon sun-
synchronous orbits, which an ascending node in daytime, as used

FIGURE 6 |Maximum (A,D), minimum (B,E), and range (C,F) of sampled scattering angles for the Sun-Synchronous Orbit (SSO). Results for the 57° (500-kmA–C)
and 7° (50-km D–F) swath widths are shown on the top and bottom rows, respectively.
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here. For morning sun-synchronous orbits, which have cross the
descending node in daytime, the patterns are inverted in time,
i.e., with lowest maximum scattering angles seen in the Northern
hemisphere in the beginning of the year (not shown).

For the PO, Figure 7 shows a very different sampling variation
of the maximum, minimum, and range of scattering angles,
respectively, as a function of latitude and day of year. As with
Figure 6, this figure includes the scattering angle statistics for the
57° and 7° (500-km and 50-km) swath widths. Please note that the
y-axis range is different compared to Figure 6, since the PO
covers a smaller range of latitudes. Unlike for SSO, in the PO,
there is a cyclical variation in minimum and maximum scattering
angle and its range throughout the year. This cyclical behavior ties
back to the changes in mean LCT and SZAs throughout the year,
as shown in Figure 4. As discussed in Section 3, a full cycle takes
about 42 days for this particular precessing orbit leading to about
9 similar periods within a year. For the case with a 57° (500-km)
swath width, the maximum scattering angles sampled are above
155° for most of the year. However, on days of the year when the
LCT is near 6:00 p.m, or 6:00am, the maximum scattering angles
drop to below 130°. Note also that solar zenith angles during these
periods are generally also not considered suitable for aerosol and
cloud remote sensing (Figure 4). Similarly, the minimum
scattering angle and the range show a cyclical behavior. Note
that the minimum scattering angle is still always smaller than
120°. As a result, favorable viewing conditions for cloud and
aerosol remote sensing (with maximum scattering angles greater
than or equal to 155° and minimum scattering angles of 120° or
lower) occur about 55% of the daytime for the nominal 500-km

swath. The frequency of favorable viewing conditions is highest
around the equator.

For a polarimeter with a narrower swath of 7° (50-km), the
periods during which maximum scattering angles above 155° are
sampled are substantially shorter, while the periods with low

FIGURE 7 | Maximum (A,D), minimum (B, E), and range (C, F), of sampled scattering angles for the Precessing Orbit (PO). Results for the 57° (500-km
A–C) and 7° (50-km D–F) swath widths are shown on the top and bottom plots, respectively.

FIGURE 8 | Frequency of sampling maximum scattering angles at the
equator greater than the values on the abscissa for precessing orbits with
various inclinations (indicated by colors and symbols) and for instruments with
a 57° (500-km) or 7° (50-km) swath width, indicated by solid and dotted
lines, respectively. The 155° scattering angle is indicated with the grey bar for
reference.
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maximum scattering angles (e.g., below 155°) are substantially
longer. Furthermore, the minimum scattering angles sampled are
slightly increased. Hence, for the narrower 50-km swath,
favorable viewing conditions for cloud and aerosol remote
sensing occurs less than 40% of the time, thus reducing
aerosol and cloud retrieval capabilities compared to the wider-
swath instrument.

3.3 Scattering Angle Sampling: Variation
With Orbit Inclination
Results shown in Figure 7 are for a PO with inclination of 65.5°.
Lowering the orbit inclination reduces the latitudinal extent of the
coverage, while also changing the frequency of the cycles
occurring in the scattering angle sampling, according to Eq. 2.
Furthermore, to investigate how the frequency of scattering
angles suitable for aerosol and cloud polarimetry varies with
orbital inclination, Figure 8 shows the frequency of occurrence of
observing a maximum scattering angle (X, indicated on the
abscissa) as a function of both the instrument swath width
and the orbital inclination. This metric is computed as the
ratio of, e.g., all points indicated in Figure 7 with maximum
scattering angle greater than or equal to X to the total number of
observed points shown. It is thus a relative metric of the frequency
of observing at scattering angle ≥X to the total coverage of the
platform. Note that the minimal scattering angles are generally
below 120° so that the capability for aerosol and cloud
polarimetry is mainly determined by the maximum scattering
angle sampling only.

The beneficial aspects of the wider swath coverage are
apparent in Figure 8, where we show at the equator the
frequency of days where the maximum scattering angle
observed exceeds various thresholds. For the 65° inclination,
we find that the instrument observes scattering angles greater
155° for the narrow, 50-km swath, about 37% of the time,
increasing to about 54% of the time for the 500 km swath
width. The relative frequency of observing higher scattering
angles increases as the orbital inclination decreases. For
example, at 45° inclination the frequency of observing
maximum scattering angle in excess of 155° is about 53% of
the time for the 50-km swath and 70% of the time for the 500-km
swath. This sensitivity to inclination is because lower inclination
orbits are cycling through their precession periods more
frequently and so spending a lesser fraction of the time in the
unfavorable near-terminator portion of their cycles.

4 CONCLUSION

Based on our analysis, it can be seen that scattering angle statistics
observed by a multi-angle instrument for a given orbit are largely
determined by LCT, latitude and swath width. For a nominal
multi-angle instrument with a ±56.5° viewing angle range and a
swath width of 57°, we conclude that:

• the maximum scattering angles sampled varies primarily
with LCT and location across the swath;

• the minimum scattering angles sampled varies primarily
with SZA and thus with LCT, latitude, and day of year;

• scattering angle ranges suitable for aerosol and cloud remote
sensing are sampled at least somewhere across the swath at
most covered latitudes throughout the year, except for
situations of LCT in the early morning or late evening.

Relative to our nominal HARP-like instrument in the two
orbits presented in this study, the following instrument and
mission design criteria should be taken into consideration:

• decreasing the instrument’s along-track viewing angle range
primarily increases the observed minimum scattering
angles;

• decreasing the instrument’s swath width primarily decreases
the observed maximum scattering angles and therefore the
range of equator crossing times for which scattering angle
ranges suitable for aerosol and cloud remote sensing are
observed;

• changing the inclination of the precessing orbit will change
the latitudinal extent of coverage and the frequency of the
cycles occurring in the scattering angle sampling, according
to Eq. 2. The percentage of viewing conditions favorable for
aerosol and cloud polarimetry increases with a decrease of
inclination, because of a decreased portion of the overall
time spent near the terminator.

In this analysis, we considered the sampling of maximum and
minimum scattering angles anywhere in a 57°- or 7°-wide swath.
In the case in which the combined observations of a lidar and
polarimeter are considered, only a single track within the swath
would be taken into account. For example, when considering only
the sub-satellite track slightly less favorable results as those seen
for the 7°-wide swath are expected. We also note that we assumed
the instrument to be pointing straight down. For a sun-
synchronous orbit, scattering angle ranges suitable for aerosol
and cloud remote sensing are generally sampled in a specific part
of the swath depending on LCT. Hence, a narrow-swath
instrument could be tilted perpendicular to the flight direction
to select the optimal scattering angle sampling. For a precessing
orbit, a continuous adjustment of the telescope across-track tilt,
e.g., through a gimbal, would be required to select the optimal
scattering angle sampling for the varying LCT.

These calculations will aid in decisions for instrument design
and choice of orbit for development of next-generation observing
systems that include a polarimeter. Furthermore, they may also
inform users about the sampling of upcoming multi-angle
polarimeters. For example, the SPEXone will be deployed on
PACE and, although its swath is relatively narrow at about 8°, it
will sample scattering angle ranges suitable for aerosol and cloud
remote sensing for most sampled latitudes and days of the year
because of PACE’s SSO orbit with a LCT near 1:00 p.m.
Furthermore, 3MI will be on the Metop-SG series in a SSO
with a LCT near 9:30 a.m, but, as also concluded by Fougnie et al.
(2020), will generally sample scattering angle ranges suitable for
aerosol and cloud remote sensing because of its relatively
wide swath.
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